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Abstract : Over the past decades upkeep in vehicle designing turn into a testing assignment among the 

specialists. Sparing economy has turned into the errand of most astounding need in our era. Plan 

alteration of existing item permits the work as much as less demanding than the past model. In this 

work, outline and manufacture of screw jack is created to lessen the power utilizations and to diminish 

the human exertion. Tyre cut can be ordinarily watched now-a-days. Motorized screw jack 

accompanies vehicles obliges clients to apply manual drive to lift a vehicle. This paper is focused to 

examine the improvement in existing scissor motorized screw jack with a specific end goal to make 

stack lifting less demanding by using Car battery(12V) which can be utilized as a part of difficult 

circumstances. In this outline, the cigarette lighter point is associated in car, which drives the power 

from the car battery(12V), this will run the DC motor and along these lines associated control screw is 

turned. By this, the motorized screw jack will lift the vehicle. The constrictions or development of 

motorized screw jack can be controlled by a remote joystick according to necessities. This altered 

motorized screw jack can be effortlessly worked by any individual and it spares time, subsequently 

decrease wastage of human effort and time. Assembling and manufacture work have been done utilizing 

processing, boring, pounding and threading machines. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

In the midst of side road emergency like tyre puncher, scissor car jack is required to lift the vehicle. A mechanical jack can lift all 

or a part of vehicle into the air for repairing break- downs or vehicle maintenance. Changing the punctured tyre is a difficult 

movement. Nowadays numerous assortments of motorised screw jack have been created for lifting a vehicle from ground. However, 

accessible screw jacks are physically worked along these lines requires additional physical endeavours from the client. It is 

troublesome for elderly and impeded to work on such jacks. For utilising these jacks administrators are required to be in delayed 

hunching down or twisted position. Working in these positions for some time is disorderly. This can prompt to spinal pain problem. 

The vehicle workstations are outfitted with howdy tech auto lifting framework, wherein auto are raised and brought down through 

the electrically controlled framework. Be that as it may, because of their high cost, upkeep and size, such lifts wither be set in auto 

not even claimed via auto proprietor. Mechanized versatile motorized screw jack reduces human endeavours in a vehicle as well as 

sheltered time expected to repair the car. Such component is helpful for repairing the vehicle in favours of the roadway. This altered 

motorized screw jack is composed so it can be effectively worked, safe and can lift or lower the vehicle without much physical 

exertion. This paper concentrates on the outline and dissects changed in screw jack. 

This paper manages the outline and manufacturer of mechanized screw jack which is utilized for lifting overwhelming cars, 

utilizing the power from a dc motor. The project helps  in reducing the exertion and additionally, time is taken to lift the heap in 

contrast with the standard screw jack. It comprises of a D.C motor, battery, worm gear and a screw jack. A screw jack's compressive 

drive is acquired through the pressure compel connected by its lead screw. A square string is regularly utilized, as this string is 

extremely solid and can oppose the substantial burdens imposed. These sorts are self-locking, which makes them more naturally safe 

than other jack innovations. This sort of screw jack will be useful for ladies and physically challenged people to lift the vehicle. 

Electrical incitation is picked here in light of the fact that the power acquired through this is relatively high. The bearing of the turn 

of the motor is acquired by the beat tweak from the control hand-off. Therefore it is thought to be the most proficient and simple 

strategy to activate. A scissor lift (jack) or instrument is a gadget used to amplify or position a plate framed by mechanical means. 

The expression "scissor" is utilised since the collapsing backings are in bundle "X" de- sign. The augmentation or removal movement 

is accomplished by applying power to one of the backings and in this way, the lengthening of the crossed example happens. The 

constraint connected to broaden the scissor instrument might be hydraulic, pneumatic or mechanical means. Our goal is to impel 

through electric mean. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Motorized Screw Jack 

 Here we the model motorized jack. Weights after certain limits cannot be lifted by a person, in such cases we are in need of 

jack. When it is motorized it becomes more convenient. In order to implement this idea we have designed and developed a system 

called motorized jack operating through keypad by having full control of the jack, we can easily lift it up and down by using the 

on/off switch. This helps to reduce the burden of the worker. The main reason to fabricate the motorized jack is to avoid the fatigue 

of human during lifting of the load. The project also costs less and also good efficient for operating. During side road emergency 

like tire puncher, scissor car jack is required to lift the vehicle. A mechanical jack can lift all or part of a vehicle into the air for 

repairing breakdowns or vehicle maintenance. Changing the flat tire is a laborious activity. These days many varieties of car jack 

have been developed for lifting an automobile from ground. However, available car jacks are manually operated thus requires extra 

physical efforts from the user. It is difficult for elderly and handicapped to operate such jacks. For using these jacks operators are 

required to be in prolonged squatting or bent position. Working in these positions for some duration is boisterous. This can lead to 

backache problem. 

Selection Of Motorized Screw Jack  

The automobile workstations are equipped with hitech car lifting system, wherein car are raised and lowered via electrically 

powered system. However, due to their high cost, maintenance and size, such lifts can neither be placed in car nor be owned by car 

owner. Motorized portable car jack not only reduce human efforts in automobile but also safe time needed to repair the automobile. 

Such feature is beneficial for repairing vehicle on the side of the roadway. This modified car jack is designed so that it can be easily 

operated, safe and can lift or lower the vehicle without much physical effort. This paper focuses on design and analyze modified 

car jack. A mechanical jack is a device which lifts heavy equipment. The most common form is a car jack, floor jack or garage jack 

which lifts vehicles so that maintenance can be performed. Car jacks usually use mechanical advantage to allow a human to lift a 

vehicle by manual force alone. More powerful jacks use hydraulic power to provide more lift over greater distances. Mechanical 

jacks are usually rated for maximum lifting capacity 

III.DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT 

D.C. Motor 

An electric motor is a machine which converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. Its action is based on the principle that 

when a current carrying conductor is placed on a magnetic field, it experiences a magnetic force whose direction is given by 

Fleming’s Lefthand rule. When a motor is in operation, it develops torque. This torque can produce mechanical rotation. D.C motors 

are also like generators classified into shunt wound or series wound or compound wound motors. 

 

Internal Spur Gear 

 These spur gears are turned inside out. In other words, the teeth are cut into the inside diameter while the outside diameter 

is kept smooth. This design allows for the driving pinion to rotate internal to the gear, which, in turn, allows for clean operation. 

Intended for light duty applications, these are gears always available only in brass. When choosing a mating spur gear always 

remember that the difference in the number of teeth between the internal gear and pinion should not be less than 12 or 15. 

 

External Spur Gear 

 Perhaps the most often used and simplest gear system, external spur gear are cylindrical gears with straight teeth parallel 

to the axis. They are used transmit rotary motion between parallel shafts and the shafts that rotate in opposite directions. They tend 

to be noisy at high speeds as the two gear surfaces come into contact at once. 

   

Lead Screw 

A lead screw is a portable device consisting of s screw mechanism used to raise or lower the load. The lead screw can be short, 

tall, fat or thin depending on the amount of pressure they will be under and space that they need to fit into. It is made of various 

types of metals but the screw itself is made of lead. A large amount of heat is generated in it and long lifts can cause serious 

overheating. To retain the efficiency, it must be used under ambient temperatures, otherwise lubricants must be applied. These are 

oil lubricants intended to enhance the equipment’s capabilities. Apart from proper maintenance, to optimize the capability and 

usefulness of lead screw it is imperative to employ it according to its design and construction. 

Gears 

A gear is a rotating circular machine part having cut teeth or, in the case of gearwheel, inserted teeth, which mesh with 

another toothed part to transmit torque. Geared devices can change the speed, torque, and direction of a power source. Gears of 

different sizes produce a change in torque, creating a mechanical advantage, through their gear ratio, and thus may be considered a 

simple machine. The rotational speeds, and the torques, of two meshing gears differ in proportion to their diameters. The teeth on 

the two meshing gears all have the same shape. 

Battery 

In our project, we are using a secondary type battery. It is a rechargeable type. A battery is one or more electrochemical 

cells, which store chemical energy and make it available as electric current. There are two types of batteries, primary (disposable) 

and secondary (rechargeable), both of which convert chemical energy to electrical energy. Primary batteries can only be used once 

because they use up their chemicals in an irreversible reaction. Secondary batteries can be recharged because the chemical reactions 

they use are reversible; they are recharged by running a charging current through the battery but in the opposite direction of the 

discharge current. Secondary, also called rechargeable batteries can be charged and discharged many times before wearing out. In 

isolated systems away from the grid, batteries are used for storage of excess solar energy which can be converted into electrical 

energy. In fact, for small units with output less than one kilowatt, batteries seem to be less the only technically and economically 
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available storage means. Since, the photovoltaic system and batteries are high in capital costs, it is necessary that the overall system 

be optimized with respect to available energy and local demand pattern. 

Limit Switch 

                   It is a switch operated by the motion of a machine part or presence of an object. It is used for control of a machine, as 

safety interlocks, or to count objects passing a point. It is a electromechanical device that consists of an actuator mechanically linked 

to a set of contacts. When an object comes into contact with the actuator, the device operates the contacts to make or break an 

electrical connection. It is used in a variety of applications and environments because of their ruggedness, ease of installation, and 

reliability of operation. It can determine the presence or absence, passing, positioning and end of travel of an object. It was first 

used to define the limit of travel of an object, hence the name ‘limit switch’. 

IV.WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Under ideal conditions, the jack can lift a vehicle body when it interacts with the upper plate, which is created by the 

revolution of force screw through the electric power taken from the car battery (12V) by means of cigarette lighter repository 

connected to auto. Firstly, mechanized jack will be put under car body with some freedom space between top plate and skeleton. 

The cigarette lighter repository associated with jack will be connected to the port, consequently interfacing specifically with car 

battery. At the point when a course of development will be given by joystick, the power will be taken and Motor begins turning. 

The motor will exchange its shaft velocity to the pinion equip coinciding with a greater apparatus which is associated with screw 

jack and it will turn. On surrendering course, the screw jack will pivot inside strung cubical bore in far-reaching heading, which 

will make joints move along strong segment towards each other in load raise procedure and the other way around. Amid stacking 

process, jack will take out the freedom space amongst itself and frame by ascending. At the point when the case will interact with 

jack, the heaviness of auto will step by step exchange to jack. These created strengths will be disseminated among connections and 

cubical bore. The drive transmitted to cube shape will be exchanged to screw strings. 

 

STEP 1  

The lead acid battery is used to drive the d.c. motor. The d.c. motor shaft is connected to the spur gear. If power is driven 

to the d.c. motor, it will run so that the spur gear also runs to slow down the speed of the d.c. motor. The object moving jack moves 

the lead screw upwards, so that the vehicle lifts from the ground. The vehicle is lifted by using the lifting platform at the top of the 

jack. The motor draws power supply from the battery. The lifting and uplifting are done by changing the battery supply to the motor. 

STEP 2  

After pressing the DPCO switch, the circuit is completed and from battery power is transferred to the motor that is 

connected to the roller. Now the roller starts moving. Now controlling the two number of DPCO switch which is connected to the 

two motors at the base the whole set-up is adjusted below the body which is being lifted. 

STEP 3  

Now pressing the DPCO switch to the circuit which is connected to the motor that is coupled to the lead screw, the circuit 

is completed and voltage from the battery is pass to the motor. When tapping the switch to the positive pole, positive voltage is 

supplied to the d.c. motor moves in clockwise direction and lead screw moves in downward direction. 

STEP 4 

When tapping the switch to the negative pole, negative voltage is supplied to the d.c. motor moves in anticlockwise 

direction and lead screw moves in upward direction. 

STEP 5  

Now when the lead screw moves to the maximum limit, the limit switch at the upper end gets activated and the circuit gets 

cut-off. When the lead screw moves to the minimum limit, the limit switch at the bottom end gets activated and the circuit gets cut-

offs. 

 

 
Fig 1. Working principle of pneumatic cylinder 

V.CONSTRUCTION  

A scissor jack has four main pieces of metal and two base ends. The four metal pieces are all connected at the corners with a bolt 

that allows the corners to swivel. A screw thread runs across this assembly and through the corners. As the screw thread is turned, 

the jack arms travel across it and collapse or come together, forming a straight line when closed. Then, moving back the other way, 

they raise and come together. When opened, the four metal arms contract together, coming together at the middle, raising the jack. 
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When closed, the arms spread back apart and the jack closes or flattens out again. The anti-backlash device moderates the axial 

backlash in the lifting screw and nut assembly to a regulated minimum. 

 A large amount of heat is generated in the screw jack and long lifts can cause serious overheating. To retain the efficiency 

of the screw jack, it must be used under ambient temperatures, otherwise lubricants must be applied. There are oil lubricants intended 

to enhance the equipment’s capabilities. Apart from proper maintenance, to optimize the capability and Usefulness of a screw jack 

it is imperative to employ it according to its design and manufacture Rest instruction. Ensure that you follow the speed, load 

capacity, temperature. The screw has a thread designed to withstand an enormous amount of pressure. This is due to the fact that it 

is generally holding up heavy object for an extended amount of time. Once up them normally self-lock so that won’t fall if the 

operator lets go, and they hold up well to the wear of repeated use. If they are made with a ball nut, they will last longer because 

there is less friction created with this type of jack. However, they will not self-lock. This can be dangerous and handled carefully A 

scissor jack uses a simple theory of to get its power. 

 As the screw section is turned, two ends of the jack move closer together. Because the gear of the screw is pushing up the 

arm the amount of force being Applied is multiplied. As this happens the arms extend upward. The car’s gravitational weight is not 

enough to prevent the jack from opening or to stop 

the screw form turning, since it is not applying force directly to it. If you were to put pressure on the crank, or lean your weight 

against the crank the person would not be able to turn it, even though your weight is a small percentage of the cars steel. 

 

 
Fig 2. Construction of Motorized Screw Jack 

VI.MERITS & DEMERITS 

MERITS 

1. The loaded light vehicles can be easily lifted 

2. Handling is easy 

3. No manual power required 

4. Replacement of parts is easy 

5. One of the benefits of screw jacks is that the load is generally self-locking. 

6. This means that the motion can't be back-driven by the weight of the load. 

7. This makes them a very safe option, and the load will maintain that position even when the motion 

force is removed, no matter what load the screw jack is supporting. 

DEMERITS 

1. Initial cost is high. 

2. Need to Charge when the battery is discharged. 

APPLICATIONS 

1. It A jackscrew, or screw jack, is a type of jack that is operated by turning a leadscrew. 

2. It is commonly used to lift moderately and heavy weights, such as vehicles. 

3. To raise and lower the horizontal stabilizers of aircraft. 

4. As adjustable supports for heavy loads, such as the foundations of houses 

VII.CONCLUSION 

        The current screw jack is created by making little changes and utilizing an electric motor to pivot control screw. The car battery 

(12V) is the power source to a motor, to make stack lifting simpler. The upsides of this modified jack will make less effort. In this 

manner viably disposing of the issues identified with Efficiency-which is an essential idea of planning procedure. On watching all 

accessible screw jacks in the business sectors, this model has been enhanced by a couple of changes in a few elements and plan. 

The destinations are to outline a motorized screw jack that is protected, effective, dependable and ready to work with simple 

working. Based on testing and figuring, this motorized screw jack is viewed as protected to use under a few particulars. Besides, 

the torque provided by the framework is all that could possibly be needed to lift an auto weighing around 1000 kg. It is highly 

desirable that a jack become available that can be operated alternatively from inside the vehicle or from a location of safety off the 

road on which the vehicle is located. Such a jack should be light enough and be compact enough so that it can be stored in an 

automobile trunk, can be lifted up and carried by most adults to its position of use. 
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